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A national anti-narcotic mobilization
finds synchronous joint effects in drug
crackdown
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The Maritime Patrol Directorate General’s surveillance crackdown

squad had in early June infiltrated a drug ring headed by suspect

surnamed Cheng, leading to the arrest of 14 suspects, and confiscation

of more than 7,000 ecstasy and date rape pills, amphetamines, canister-

packed laughing gas, and more than NT$500,000, which is suspected to

be drug trade money.  The main suspect Cheng had been cunning in

utilizing the convenient feature of the internet to streamline the whole-

sale drug distributors in the north, central and south to engage in illicit

drug trafficking and pedaling, but had also burned drug-taking VCD

diskettes for teaching how to ingest the drugs in order to distort exorbi-

tant profits; the case suspects had been taken in for judicial trail for

allegedly breaching the Anti-narcotics prevention and remedy act.

With narcotics running rampant in local dive bars, pubs and

evening hangouts, the Coast Guard Administration has since January

2005 inducted a “Sea narcotics sweep-up” project, supporting the Ex-

ecutive Yuan’s “Nationwide anti-narcotics combat year” policy, by or-
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The narcotics and evidence uncovered, including ecstasies, date-rape drugs,
amphetamines, ketamines, zipper pouch, inhaler, in addition to account ledgers and cash
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dered its subordinate agencies to instigate an across the board drug eradi-

cation crackdown to uphold the law and order, taking to a spirit of eradi-

cating form the source as a permanent solution.  The Maritime Patrol

Directorate General’s surveillance crackdown squad, upon receiving tips

in January, had come to the knowledge that a drug ring led by Cheng

had hooked up with the wholesale drug dealers in the north, central

and south by utilizing the convenience of the internet, taking to the cover

of selling electronic appliances, to engage in the illicit deals of drug traf-

ficking and drug pedaling, in addition to burning VCD on drug use to

lure naive teens and adolescent to try out drugs. A task force was soon

formed, headed by the D.A. Wang Jeh-yu, a prosecutor of the Taichung

District Public Prosecutors Office; through several months of undercover

surveillance, and a mobilization of nearly 50 Coast Guard agents com-

ing from the Tamsui, Taichung, Kaohsiung, Hsinchu squads, the special

duty unit, the northern mobile squad, the central mobile squad, joined

by Taichung City Police Bureau personnel, had launched a synchronous

search in early June at more than a dozen or so of the suspected drug

dens across Kueishan of Taoyuna, Taichung City, Kaohsiung City and

so forth, arresting the suspect Cheng X-hsin, Lee X-zhe totaling 14

individuals, and confiscating a total of 3,903 ecstasy comprising of the

green Heineken, red Butterfly, a total of 2,207 tablets of the pink and

orange date rape drugs, 4.3g of amphetamines, 690g of ketamines, three

butanes of the laughing gas, electronic scale, zippered pouch, marijuana

inhaler, two accounting ledgers, half a million in cash and drug usage

VCD in a host of drugs and evidence. The suspects were taken in to the

Taichung Coast Guard squad for questioning, where the suspects had

confessed the wrongdoings, and the case had been referred to the

Taichung District Public Prosecutors Office on charges of breaching the

Narcotics Prevention and Remedy Law pending further investigation.

The Coast Guard Administration says with drug trafficking rings

eyeing for the exorbitant profits with little regard for humanity has lead

to a rampant run of many narcotics trafficking cases, the phenomenon

has posed severe harm to the health of the local population. The admin-

istration vows to continue stepping up various duty missions by rein-

forcing the crackdown of maritime illicit crackdown and law enforce-

ment to curtail the unscrupulous, but also urges the public to send in

their report by utilizing Coast Guard’s 118 toll-free case reporting num-

ber or through the Taiwan Area Fishery Broadcast Station, and the Coast

Guard will respond to the case at once.

(The author is currently with Taichung Coast Guard squad )
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The ecstasies uncovered, consisting of the so-called green
Heineken, the so-called red Butterfly




